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         THE ACTgVE ROLE OF THE JUDGE EN
             JAPANESE CIVIL LITIGATION

                     Tokushige YOSHIMURA*

                   .v, General observations

    1. Theactivefunctionsofjudgesinseveral kindsofproceedings

   (a) Among several different kinds of civil proceedings the func-

tions of judges are particularly active in the proceedings relating

to the voluntary jurisdiction of the civil courts. This proceeding

is typically pJovided by the Japanese Code of Non-Contentious Cases

Procedure (NCP), which was originally drafted in 1898, foliowing

the German Code relating to the Cases of the Voluntary Jurisdiction

(')f 1898 (das Reichsgesetz th'ber die Angelegenlzeiten der Freiwilligen

Gerichtsbarleeit). According to typical non-contentious civil procedure

the proceeding may sometimes be initiated ex officio even if a peti-

tioner does not demand it. The court may grant relief which is

different from or greater than that which the petitioner demands.

The Court may also seek facts and evidence ex officio (art. 11 NCP),

and its decision may be based on them. The participants in this

kind of proceeding are deemed to be the objects rather than the

  *Professor of Law at the University of Kyushu;
   The followihg paper was originally written by the author in 1973 as a

National Report on the same subject, which was submitted to the Ninth

International Congress of the Internationai Academy of Comparative Law in

Teheran 1974. This National Report was much utilized by the General Reporter,

Professor J. A. Jolowlcz. at the University of Cambridge, in his General

Report which will be published in a separate volume under the title `The

Active Role of the Judge in Civil Litigation'.
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subjects of the proceeding.(i) The court always leads the procedure.

   (b) In the field of contentious civil procedure in Japan, as well

as in that of other states, a lawsuit ought not to be started without a

plaintiff's action; but it ends with his discontinuance of the action.

Apart from this aspect of initiation and discontinuance of action, the

question of how far the litigants may dispose of the subject-matter

of the proceeding depends on the different types of procedure in this

field.

    According to the most usual contentious civil procedure pro-

vided by the Japanese Code of Civil Procedure (CCP),theparty's

right to dispose of the subject-matter is completely in his own

hands: The court may grant no relief beyond that which the plain-

tiff dernands (art. 186 CCP). A compromise or the remouncement or

recognition of the claim protocolled has the same effect as the irre-

vocablejudgment (art. 2o3 CCP).(2) In the judgment, the court

may consider only the evidence and facts produced by the parties

in the oral-arguments. The party's admission of facts binds the

court (art. 257 CCP).(3)

    According to the Japanese Code of Family-Contentious-
Procedure (FCP), which was originally modelled in 1898 on the

special part of German Civil Procedure Law (Zivilprozessordnung)

   (1) It has been recently insisted that the right to be heard should also

be guaranteed to the participants in this kind of proceeding. K. Yamakido,

Soshb ni oleeru Tbl'isha-Ken (The Party-Rights in Procedure), in his collected

Essays (Minl'i-Soshb-Riron no Kiso4elei-Klenleyec') 1961, p. 60; T. Yoshimura,

Min7'i-Jileen no Hishblea-Keikb to Tb7'islea-Ken (ThgTrend toward ``Transferring

to the Voluntary Jurisdiction Court" and the Party-Rights), in Nichi-Ben-Ren

Shbwa 41-Nendo Toleecbetsu-Kenleytz-SOsho (Selected Lectures provided by the

Japanese Bar Association in 1966) p. 135 et seq.

   (2) These are called Shobecn-Ken-Shugi, that is, in German, DisPositions-

maxzme. In English, this principle is sometimes called party-disposition.

   (3) These are called Benron-Shagi, that is, Verhandlungs-maxime in
German. This p, rinciple is sometimes referred to as party-presentation in English.

 42 (1•145) 145
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of 1877 relating to matrimonial and parental relations, the party's

right to dispose of the case is partiall so the court has a more

active role to play in this kind of litigation: The parties are not

permitted to renounce or recognize the claim (arts. 10 .[, 26, 32

.IL, FCP), nor to settle the dispute by comprornise, except in the

cases where the Japanese Civil Code permits the spouse to divorce by

consent. (4) Apart from the case of divorce, the court must give a

judgment despite the parties' settlement, renouncement or recogni-

tion of the claim, unles$ the petitioner discontinues the action.

The party's admission of facts does not bind the court (articles 10

'Ul,26, 32 '[. FCP). The court may consider the facts n()t.produced

by the parties, and also take evidence ex officio (arts. 14,26,31 .II

FCP). But this ex officio ``facts and evidence-taking'' is deemed to

be different frorn the et officio ``facts and evidence-seeking'' in the

voluntary jurisdiction court. In the former proceeding the court

should always hear the parties about the facts and evidence which

were taken ex officio (art. 14 FCP), while in the latter it Reeds not

hear them (art. n NCL). In family contentious procedure the Code

of Civil Procedure is generally applied unless especially provided by

the Code of Family-Contentious-Procedure, because the latter is a

special rule of the former. On the contrary, voluntary jurisdiction

is completely different from these two branches of contentious civii

procedure, so that the Code of Civii Procedure can never be applied

in voluntary jurisdiction. Thus, the court plays a more active role

in family-contentious-procedure than in usual civil procedure, but

less than in voluntary jurisdiction.

    2. Thehistoricchangeofthejudge'sfunctionsincivilprocedure

   (4) In divorce cases it is provided that the recognition of the claim is

not permitted (art. IO sect. 1 FCP), but there are no reasonable grounds

for prohibiting only the defendant from rccognizing t.he plaintiff's demand

for divorce, while the couple can divorce by cons•ent according to the Civil

Code (art. 763). So argues K. Yamakido, linl'i-Soshb-Tetsuzulei-Hb (The Law

<)f Family-Contentious-Procedure), l958, p. 128.
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   Japanese Civil Procedure Law allows only the parties to
dispose of the subject-matter of the proceeding (the principle of

party-disposition),.and to present facts and evidence which the court

may consider in its judgment (the principle of party-presentation).

On the other hand, the court has directive powers to preside over

the proceedings in pursuit of a rapid and proper hearing of the
case. (5)

    Some directive powers which the law (CCP) bestows on the
judge are the following: (i)the power to direct proceedings, e.g.

to fix the date of sessions (art. 152), to surnmon the litigants (art.

230), and to conduct preparatory procedure (art. 249); (ii) the

power of ``clarification'' (art. 127); ('iii) the power to direct (art.

126), limit, separate, or combine oral arguments (art. 136) and so on.

    In actual practice how actively has the court utilized its

directive powers? The use of these powers has dramatically changed

since the end of World War ll. The historic change in Japanese

civil procedure and its practice is described in detail by the late

Mr. Justice K. Tanabe in an article written in English. (6)

   (a) Prewar civil procedure and its practice

    Prewar Japanese civil procedure was strongly in'fluenced by

the German System. The first Code of Civil Procedure, adapted

in 1890, was mainly modeled after the German Code of Civil Proce-

dure (ZivilPro2essordnung) of 1877. Although a significant revision

of the code was enacted in 1926, the basie characteristics of the

   (5) Here the court's use of its directive powers usually refers tb the

single judge court in the Summary and District Court. But it can also refer

to a presiding judge or a commissioned judge in case of the full three

judges court in the District and High Court.

   <6) K. Tanabe, ``The Process bf Litigation: An Experiment with the

Adversary System", Law in laPan edited by A. T. von Mehren, 1964, p. 73 et

seq. Most of my explanation in this respect is derived from this invaluable

article.
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Japanese system were left unchanged. Under the influence of the

Austrian Code of 1899, the 19.9.6 revision augrnented the court's di-

rective powers and introduced even an ex officio proof-taking (art.

261, later eliminated in 1948). Thus, the prewar system maximized

the active role of the trial judge and minimized that of the litigant

and his lawyer in the trial of an action. Unlike Anglo-Amerjcan

Procedure, the trial judge actually exercised strong directive powers

in the course of defining the issues and of proof-taking, and a trial

was conducted in a piecemeal fashion with several successive sessions

oftenseparatedbyasubstantialtime-interval. Althoughthe1926
revision sought to prevent a prolonged piecemeal trial by making

preparatory procedure (similar to the American pretrial conference)

mandatery in the District Court, a "concentrated'' trial was not

achieved in actual practice.

    Throughout these successive sessions both at the pretrial and

the trial stages, the court assumed leadership and responsibility,

both for determining and narrowing the issues, and for adjusting the

pleadings to the evidence. This power of the court to "clarify"

the matter in dispute was exercised by continuing free discussion

between the court and attorneys about pleadings and proof at every

session. Pleadings were in a constant state of modification and at

each stage reflected the results of preceding stages. Amendments oi

pleadings were freely made at any stage. In other words, the facts

of the case were gradually clarified by a process of continumg
discussion and cooperation between the court and counsel and of

direction by the court during a series of sessions.

    At the stage of evidence-taking too, the court played an
active role. Counsel was far less vigorous in searching out the facts

and in presenting evidence to the court than his Anglo-American

42 (1 • 14.2) l42
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counterpart. (7) Of course, counsel consulted f"11y with his client;

but was prohibited to iSnterview prospective witnesses prior to the

trial, so that he could not acquaint himself'with the factual circum-

stances of the case until the trial. Furthermore, all examination of

witnesseswas conducted by the court. Counsel' could ask supplementary

queStions with the judge's permission or submit them to be asked by

the court. The responsibility for exploiting the witness' testimony

and for assessing his credibility rested almost entirely upon the

trial judge. The court could,and occasionally did subpoena witnesses

and other evidence ex officio. (8) '
    Thus, it is evident that prewar procedure strengthened the

active leadership of judges in marshaling and presenting facts and

evidence, and weakened the responsibility of counsel and client in

this respect. Instead of making extensive pretrial preparation for a

concentrated trial, counsel could expect to develop his pleadings and

proof gradually, in the course of a piecemeal trial under the guidance

of an experienced trial judge. There was consequently little dahger

of surprise. Accordingly, this system tended to make counsel inactive

and to prolong the trial process.(9)

   (b) The postwar civil procedure reform and its practice

   Following the dramatic change in Japan's political cliniate at

the end of World War 1111,the Anglo-American Adversary System

   (7) The passive attitude of the pre-war lawyer in Japan seems to have

been quite similar to the present attitude of German lawyers. A Comparison

with the American Lawyer is made in Kaplan, von Mehren and Schaefer, Phases

of German Civil Procedure, 71 Harv. L. Rev. 1199-1202, and with English

solicitors in Cohn, Der englische Gerichtstag, 196s, p. 30 et seq.

   (8) Ex officio proof-taking was permitted when the court was not persuaded

in either direction by the evidence presented by the parties, and on other occasion

when the court considered it nece,ssary. Code of Civil Procedure art. 261.

   (9) The actual practice of prewar civil process, as a whole, seems to have

been similar to present German procedure. See Kaplan, von Mehren and Scha-

efer note (7) at 1471.
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in the field of civil procedure became attractive to the ``democrati-

zation movement''. Stripping the judge of power and placing the

burden of initiative and responsibility on the litigant and his Iawyer

was felt to be in keeping with this movement.

   The revision, in 1948, of the JapaBese Civil Procedure Code

was deenied to be in keeping with this trend under the influence of

the Anglo-American System especially in the following two points:

First, the article giving the trial court the power to take proof ex

officio was eliminated. Second,a new provision, article 294, put

the burden of examining and cross-examining witnesses on the
litigants. Of course, the trial judge can supplement the litigant's

examination of witnesses with his own questions, but primary respon-

sibility for the presentation of proof is now placed on thelitigant.

Thus, the abolition of ex officio proof-taking was generally accepted

by the profession as a declaration of the new adversary principle,

under which the litigant bore the prime responsibility for disclosing

the facts, while the trial judge's role was to evaluate passively the

merits of the litigant's presentation. Implicit in the shift of respon-

sibility for the ey.amination from judge to counsel was the intent

to make the lawyer the leading figure in the court room and to

require of him net only skill in the examination and cross-examina-

tion of witnesses but also pretrial preparation, especially fact

investigation. This pretrial preparation was also required by
the reform of 195o to help establish the ``concentrated trial'': The

Suprerne Court Regulation of 1950 concerning the continuous trial

 (later made a part of the court's Civii Procedure Regulations of

 1956) declared it to be the duty of the iitigant and his lawyer to

 make a careful pretrial investigation of facts, including interviews

 with witnesses, to word the pleadings, and to present the evidence

 withoutbeingurgedbythejudgetoclarifythesethings.(iO) In

   (IO)

Court

Cou r"t

Regulations Concerning Continuous Tria} in Civil Procedure, Supreme

Regulation No. 27 of l9EO, art. 2

Re.gulation No. 2 of 19F: 6, arL 4.

' Civil Procedure Rc•gulations, Supreme

               t12 (I 1 .1•40.) 140
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 addition to these pretrial preparations, preparatory procedure became

 generally available jn single judge courts of the District Court in

 an effort to achieve a speedy and continuous trial. (ii)

    Has the new idea of the Adversary principle which was aimed

 at by the postwar reform successfully been achieved in actual

 practice? Through somewhat confusing practical experience over the

 decade since the postwar reform, the prefession has begun to realize

 that the political and social ciimate of Japan does not necessarily

encourage the new reforms. It was not easy for Japanese Lawyers

who were accustorned to prewar practice to fulfil the new expecta-

 tion. In fact, under the new Code, evidence is not taken ex officio;

witnesses are generally examined and cross-examined by counsel.

The pretrial interviews with witnesses are not officially discouraged

and are gradually coming into use among couhsels in practice. But

lawyers have been reluctant to utilize preparatory procedure for the

continuous trial, because the American type of discovery devices

are not available. Moreover, the Civil Procedure Regulation of 1956

made pi'eparatory procedure available only in a complicated case. (i2)

Although the Regulation still declares that oral argument of a case

with fixed issues and evidence should be conducted in a continuous

trial or in sessions with a short time-interval between each
session,(i3) the actual trial is still held in a piecemeal style over

several successive sessions with substantial gaps between the ses-

sions. This practice tends to promote delay of proceedings and in-

activity of counsel.

    During the first decade since the postwar reform most trial
judges tried to retain a passive attitude toward investigation of facts;

but now they have become gradually more active in exercising their

 '   (11) Regulations Concerning Continuous Trial in Civil Procedure, Supreme

Court Regulation No. 27 of 1950, arts. 10, 11.

   (12) Civil Procedure Regulations, Supreme Court Regulation No. 2 of

1956, art/s. 16, 17.

   (13) Civil Procedure Regulations art. 27.

 42 (1.139) 139 '
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powers of ``clarification'' in an effort to give a proper judgment.

The passive attitude of judges was felt to result in unjust fact-

findings. Since about 1954, the Supreme Court hasreverseda
considerable number of judgments of the trial court because of its

failure to clarify. (i4)

    It has'been found necessary to revise some aspects of the

postwar reform of civil procedure and bring it more into line with

the traditional system. Gradually,the role of the judge has been

strengthened and eniphasized by changes in Civil Procedure. Does

this development signal a return to the prewar type of trial, strongly

controlled by the judge's leadership? Will the growing self confi-

dence of the Japanese counsel, with regard to his active function of

producing factuai materials to the court, be shaken or lost? While

assessing these points let us also observe how far the judge controls

the actual process of current civil litigation.

              /ll/. The active functions of judges

                  in the process of litigation

    The extent to which the judge plays an active part in the
process of litigation depends on several factors. First, his role varies

with different aspects of litigation (e.g. factual investigation or

control of procedure). Furthermore, the differing views of judges

ofteninfluencethecourseofproceedings. Weshallobservethe
actual functions of judges at several stages of current procedure

and practice.

    1. The court'spower to check the complaint filed and to control

commencement of action

    The action being commenced by filing of the complaint with

the court, the presiding judge has the power to check the formal

requirements of the complaint, to order amendments if 'there are

   (i4)' So argue Sait6 c5tz YaEui, Sengo no Shakumei-Ken ni hansuree

(Postwar Cases concerning' the P'owe,r to. C[arify), 6 Minl't''-Sosltb-Zasshi

nai of Civil Procedurc't) (.196e) p. 15t•) et seq.

                                                 ,g,o.. O-l,381)
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defects, and to dismiss the complaint if the defects are not amended

(art. 228 CCP). Here the presiding judge examines only the formal

requirements of the complaint before a copy is served on the defen-

dant. After the action becomes pending at the court by the service

ef the complaint the court has to examine all the requirements of

the action, such as jurisdiction, venue and need for action. Among

them such items of public interest as jurisdiction should be examined

by ex officio facts and proof-taking,(i5) while others, such as the

need for action, by party-presentation. In case these requirements

are not fulfilled, the action is dismissed by a final judgment, unless

the case is to be transferred to a competent court. (i6)

    2. The court's power to control the claim

    The claim should be identified by the demand for relief and

the grounds of action set forth in the complaint. The judgment

ought to be confined within the claim thus identified. The court

may grant no relief which is different in kind or degree from that

demanded in the cornplaint. (i7)

    So, the court has to make sure at the outset of action exactly

what the content of the claim is. If the claini is obscure or self-

contradictory, the judge has the duty to ``clarify'' the meaning of

the claim. For failure to clarify, judgments are ofteri reversed by

    (15) It is'provided that the court may take evidence ex officio in regard

to matters relating to jurisdiction. Code of Civil Procedure, art. 28.

    g6) When the court finds that a case does not fail under its jurisdiction,

it shall transfer the case to the competent court. Code of Civil Procedure

art. 30 sect. 1.

   (17) It foliows, for example, that if P demands special delivery of a

dofinite thing, the court may not order redress for damage caused by D's

destrugtion of that thing unless P's demand is changed. When tedress for

damage is demanded, the court may grant it, not in excess of, but within, the

amount demanded. See e.g. H. Kaneko, Minji-Soshb-HO-Taikei (The System of

Civil Procedure Law), 1954, p. 324, A. Mikazuki, Minji-Soshb-Hb (Civil Pro-

cedure Law), 1959, p. 154.

  42 (1.137) 137
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revision. (i8) If other relief than that detnanded were to be granted

on the facts and evi'dence produced during the trial, we could ask

whether or not, it is the duty of the judge to '``clarify'', that is, to

suggest a change of clairn, The resolution of this question depends

on the actual facts of the case. If the vague purport of the c'laim

can be understood to contain also a demand for other relief, the

judge has to ``clarify'' if the other relief is also intended.(i9) But

usually, the ``clarification'' for a change of claim is not mandatory

but discretionary. (20)
                                                                 '
    Another problem is whether the plaintiff's claim is to be
identified according to a legal theory or a rnaterial right. It would

seem inappropriate to argue that only the legal theory which the
plaintiff names binds the court. It is, hoWever, the traditional view

as well as the rule of case law in this respect, that the claim is

identified according to a legal theory derived from the complaint,

composed of the demand for relief and the grounds of action. (2i)

Therefore, the court should clarify and determine what kind of 'a

legal theory is claimed through the demand and grounds of action

   (18) See e.g. Fukuhisa v. Takeshita et. al., Supreme Court, ll Petty

Bench, April 12 1954, 8 Saikb-Saibansleo Minji-Hanrei Sha (A Collection of Civil

Supreme Court Cases) [hereafter cited Saihan Minsha) 150s. In this case the

court reversed the case not only because of the judge's failure to clarify, but

also because of ``insufficient inquiry". As to the relation between both rea-

sons, see Tanabe, note (6) at 93--94. But now only a failure to clarify is held

to be a reason for revision. See e.g. Nara, Shakumei-Ken io Shakumei-Gimu no

Han'i (The Scope of the Right and Duty to clarify), Jitsumu-Minso-K02a

(Selected Essays on the Practice of Civil Procedure) ]', 203 et seq. (1969).

    (19) See T. Nakano, Uttae no ffenleO to Shakumei-Gimec (The Change of

Ciaim and Duty to Clarify) 279 Hanrei-Times 27.

    (20'} Suzuki v. Meitoki Co. Ltd., Supreme Court, I Petty Bench, June

11, 1970, 24 Saihan Minshrk 516: In this case it was held that the trial court

had the power to suggest a change of claim. from that for sale price to that

for work-contract cost.

    (21) }1'.g. Kaneko, note (l7} ,ftt 162 et seq. esp. t66.

                                                   42. (1 • 136) 136
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if the position is not clear. To the contrary it is argued under a

different view of "claim" that the claim remains the same within

the same demand for relief regardless of legal theories or forms of

legal reasoning.(22) The difference between the two views will be

clear when the same demand for relief can be based on different

Iegaltheories. Accordingtothenewconceptofclaim,thecourt
can base its decision on a legal theory not originally derived from

`` the grounds of action" of the complaint without making a change

of claim, so far as the legal theory justifies the same relief demand-

ed in the complaint. Practice has rarely conformed to follow the

new concept, (23) which would allow the court much wider powers

to control the claim than before.

    3. The court's power to control the pleadings

    It is deemed to be the responsibility of the litigants to allege

facts, on which the court must base its decision. The judgment

may not be based on facts not alleged by either litigant in oral

arguments, even though these facts may have been disclosed in the

proof-taking. But the facts here mean substantial facts, not eviden-

tial facts which may be considered as grounds of judgment without

allegation of litigant. There is a view, though not prevailing, that

allows the judge to base his decision on the facts not alleged by

either party but judicially noticed. (24)

   How far does the court actually exercise the power to ``clarify''

the pleadings? Does or should the court require the litigant (a) to

clear up the pleadings if obscure or self-contradictory, (b) to add new

fact-allegations if required to justify the claim or the defense, (c) or

to amend the pleadings to conform to the proof? Does or should the

   rz2) E.g. Mikazuki, note (17) at 80 et seq. esp. 101-116.

   (23) As an exceptional case of a lower court, see Ohara Sy6ten v. Miura,

Sendai District Court, Feb. 21, 1961. 2s9 Hanrei]'ihb 34: The court held that

a change of the ground of action from sale price to bill debt does not lead

to a change of claim.

   (24) So Mikazuki, note (17) at 159, 391.

 42 (1 .135) 135
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court require the party (d) to limit the issues by eliminating unne-

cessary allegation or by admitting facts of no serious contest? It has

been already mentioned that after the decade's experience of the po-

stwar reform, the court's attitude toward the ``clarification" has shifted

from that of a passive umpire to that of an active leader of the

parties' argurnents. Of course, the extent to which the judges exercise

the po.wer of``clarification'' depends, to some degree, on each judge's

view of his role in this respect. There are still rather passive

judges as well as active ones. But, generally speaking, most judges

try to cooperate with the litigant and his iawyer with the aim of a

proper adjudication by exercising the power of "clarification'' in in-

stances (a,)-(d) noted above. It is, however, another problem if the

judgment should be reversed by revision because of the judge's

failure to clarify in these cases. If there is a probability, rather

than merely a possibility, that an exercise of the power to clarify

would lead to a proper judgment, failure to clarify is deemed one of

grounds of revision. (25)

    Of course, the judge's direction for ``clarification'' has no

forrnative power. So far as the litigant, not following the judge's

direction, does not make the pleadings clear, nor add new fact-

allegations nor amend the pleadings, the court may not base its

judgment on them. Moreover the judge may dismiss the party-
allegations which are still obscure, or tardily added or amended as

a result of the lawyer's inexactly following the judge's instruction. (26)

In actual practice most lawyers readily obey the judge's direc-

tion and add or amend the fact-allegations. Consequently thejudge's

instruction often has the effect of giving favorable allegations to

one of the parties only. This makes the judge, who is conscious of

his impartiality and fairness, reluctant to exercise his power to

L-- (is) So Nara, note as> at 23o; Nakano, Benron Shugi no Dbfeb

Ken, (The Trend of Party-Presentation-Principle and Power to

Jurist 348, 351 (1972).

   (26/ Code of Civil Procedure art. 139.

42 (1

to Shaleumei-

Ciarify), 500

  '
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clarify. (or) This happens occasionally in practice with the result

that the judge, not exercising the power to clarify, finds facts

not alleged by either party according to the result of proof-taking.

This practice is criticized, because it is not only against the prin-

ciple of party presentation, but also a surprise to the party. (28)

    Although the Civil Procedure Regulation declares it to be the

responsibility of the litigant to marshal issues, (29) there is no special

legal sanction against non-performance of the responsibility. Whether

or not the issues and evidence can be satisfactorily marshalled in

preparatory procedure or in oral arguments strongly influences the

success or failqre of the speedy and continuous trial. In the absence

of sanctions, issue$ are often inadequately defined, and the judge

must. take an active role.

    4. The courVs power to control proof-taking

   (a) Because of the postwar abolition of ex officio proof-taking,

the court may take only the evidence produced by either litigant. But

the court should urge the litigant to produce evidence when he

presents no evidence or insufficient evidence to support the fact-

finding; above all in case the evidence seems to be easily produced

by the litigant, or in case the litigant mistakes the facts already

Proved. <3o)

   (27) See Niimura et al., Minji Saiban no Sho-Mondai (Various Problems

in Civil Trials) 13 Hbsb Jihb 286, 306 (1961). ,
   (28) So Ishii, Minji HOtei Oboegalei (Memorandum on Civil Trial), 23 (1962):

Thus, the court should avoid so called ``clarification by the judgment", and

instead urge the litigant to present sufficient allegations at the trial.

   29) Civil Procedure Regulations arts. 5, 20.

   (30) See e.g. Abe v. Chiba, Supreme Court, ff Petty Bench, June 26,

1964, i8 Saihan Minshab 954: In this action for redress of damage caused by

D's unlawful cutting P's wood, it was held that when only a part of the

wood chopped down clearly belonged to P, the court should urge P to produce

evidencedetailingtheexactamountofwoodchoppeddown. "
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    If the litigant does not produce evidence in spite ef the

judge's "clarification'', the court may not take the evidence.

Recently, a judge proposed a reintroduction of ex o.fficio proof-

taking, e.g., of evidence unfavorable to both parties which they

would not norrnally produce themselves.(3i) But it is usually accep-

ted that in case of the litigant's failure to comply with the jndge's

"clarification'' the case should be decided according to the principle

of burden of proof; the court should not intervene, other than in

the clarification, in the private relations between the litigants. The

litigant and his lawyer, who readily follow in general the judge's

instruction, would have to have special reason for not obeying it. (32)

    Also in current civil procedure there are still certain types

of cases where the court may take proof ex officio, for example in

the case of the examination of the parties themselves (art. 336 CCP),

of the jurisdiction (art. 28), of the request for necessary mvesti-

gation (art. 262) and so on. These are exceptional cases, where ex

officio proof-taking is permitted, because the matter to be proved

is of public interest, or because the litigants are not expected to

be active in the proof-taking. In practice such evidence is rarely

taken ex officio. There is a view, though not held by all, that an

expert witness should be heard ex officio; for his testimony helps

the judge's professional legal knowledge. (33)

   (b) How far has the court the power to limit the evidence present-

ed by the party? It depends on the discretion of the court according

to the Japanese Code, which provide.s that ``evidence tendered by a

   (31) Chigusa, Shbko-Shirabeomeguru Sho-Mondai (Various Problems sur-

rounding Proof-taking), litsumu Min]'i-SoshO Kb2a (Selected Eassays on the

Practice of Civil Procedure) I, 311, 324.

   (32) See Muramatsu, Shbleo ni okeru Benron-Shugi (Pariy Presentation

Principle in Evidence) in his collected Essays ]I[ (Minl'i-Saiban no Riron to

litsumu) 127, 136 (1967): Here he gives as such a reason, for example, diffi-

culties on the part of the litigant to pay the cost of proof-takiRg.

   (gg) See as a typical case, Mikazuki, note (17) at 419.
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party need not be taken if the court finds it unnecessary to do

so".(34) This can be explained as a corollary of the principle, that

the judge can find facts according to his conviction as derived from

the result of proof-taking (cf, art. 185 CCP). But as the principle

of "free evaluation'' is said to be restricted by the rule of experi-

ence, there must be a rational standard for the court's exercise of

discretion in iimiting the evidence tendered by the litigant.

    It was also argued, for some time after the postwar reform,

that all the evidence tendered by the litigant should be taken, unless

the matter to be proved is not relevant to the case or the evidence

is not related to the matter to be proved.(35) But the traditional

case law holds that the court has to take proof in case the evidence

is the sole evidence on that issue for the party presenting it. This

so called ``only one evidence rule'' of Japanese case law is often

criticized because of its formalism. But the substantial grounds of

this rule are to be understood as a rninimum requirement to give

the guarantee of fairness, and the chance for both sides to be

heard.(36) In practice, the court tends to accept all the evidence

tendered by the litigant, which results in unnecessary prcof-taking. (37)

According to the substantial grounds of the "only one evidence

rule'' a rational standard should be established for limiting the

evidence presented by the party. For example, the judge may take

only the most influential aspects of the evidence which have the

same purport and the sarne resource; and he needs not take more

evidence after he forms his own conclusions derived from taking

evidence presented by both of the parties, unless it may be convinc-

   (gn) Code of Civil Procedure art. 259.

   (ss) See Minl'i-Saiban Shiryo- (Data of Civil Trial) No.33, Kaidb-Ybroleu

 (Record of Judge's meeting), 141 (1953).

   (36) Such is the prevailing view: E.g., Mikazuki, note (17) at 423; Kaneko,

note (17) at 264, Chigusa, note (31) at 334.

   (37) See Muramatsu, Shasengo no Min]'i-SoshO no Ichi-Dammen (One Aspect of
:sOSt(IVsa3r)9itVhil garmOCee,dU.roet)e l3Z> /itS iC307i,ieCted Essays i (Minji-Saiban no sho.Mondai)
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ingly rebutted. <38)

   ( c ) The introduction of the Anglo-American type of cross-examina-

tion of witnesses by the litigapt and his lawyer was one of the rnain

points of the postwar reform. The system requires of the lawyers

sufficient pretrial preparation as well as skill in the examination

of witnesses. But Japanese lawyers did not fulfil these prerequisites

at the beginning. The lawyers' examinat;ions were criticized because

of their inefficiency and unskillfullness. Most judges remained

passive in checking iawyer's improper questions, and in their own

suppleinentary inquiries. Because of the increasing delay in adjudi-

cation caused by this inefficient practice, it was once propased even

to abolish the systern of the lawyer's examinations.(39) But after

10 years experience of the system judges came to realize that they

niust actively participate in, and also lead, examinations. They are

now more resolute in excluding irrelevant and improper questions.

tMoreover, they often inquire into matters that litigants have failed

to explore. On the other hand, there is no doubt that the lawyer's

skill in examination as well as his preparatory preparation has

gradually improved. Japanese lawyers, especially those educated

after the war, now seem proud and self-confident in the role and

status that the new system gives them. At present, judge and

counsel collaborate in keeping alive the system of the lawyer's

examinations. As one judge has stated,(40) ``the judiciary apparently

has learned the basic truth that even the best efforts of judges are

no substitute for the resourcefulness of litigants in probing for the

facts.'' ``The bar appreciates the important role that a skilled

judiciary can play in the examination of witnesses." It would now

be impossible and seemingly undesirable to revert to the prewar

system.

   (38) Kaneko, note (17) at 264.

   (39) See Azekura, Min]'i Soshb Sofeecshin no tameni (For

Civil 'I"rial) l98 Jurist 14 (1960).

   (40) Tanabe, note (6) at 104.

the Expeclitious
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    5. The court's functions in developing the process

    It has hlready been noted that Japanese civil litigation is

still conducted in piecemeal sessions w, ith substantial time intervals.

This practice is not prescribed by law. + The' Japanese Code, unlike

the Anglo-America'n system, provides no sharp distinction between

pleadings and trial, but allows the litigant to present facts and

evidence at any time until the end of the oral arguments (art. 137

CCP). The court may only reject facts and evidence tardily presen-

ted by either party (art. 139 CCP) in order to prevent a prolongation

of the proceedings. But the court's power is rarely utilized, because

the judge is inclined to accept any materials presented by the

litigant and reluctant to find the rigid requirements for rejection.(4i)

Therefore, a law reform is proposed, whereby it would be easier than

it is now to reject tardy presentation,(42) but its enactment is not

anticipated in the near future.

    The 1950 regulation (later civil procedure regulation of 1956)

of preparatory procedure,(43) or of so called "preliminary oral

sessions" was an endeavour to modify the principle of any time

presentation. The court may order that the case, if complicated,

should be prepared in preparatory procedure by a preparatoryjudge.

After fixing issues and evidence here under the judge's leadership,

   (41) The court may reject tardy allegations,

party intended to cause delay or showed gross

Procedure art. 139 sect. 1.

   (op) E.g., Mikazuki, note (17) at 345.

   (43) See the above explanation, note (11), (12).

whenever it finds that the

negligence. Code of Civil
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new presentation is prevented in a trial with some exceptions.(44)

If no preparatory procedure is held, ``preliminary oral sessions'' are

to be conducted to determine the issues in the case before proof-

taking. It was here expected that the case thus prepared in ``pre-

llminary oral sessions'' as well as preparatory procedure should be

tried continuously. The expectations of achieving a continuous trial

have not beei} realized. Preparatory procedure is not frequently

utilized; an interesting experiment of a new section of Tokyo District

Court, exclusively conducting ``prelirninary oral sessions'',(45) also

failed in its attempt, resulting in an even more laborious handling

of cases. (46) The failure is said to be due to many reasons; e.g.

insufficiency of the lawyer's pretrial preparation, lack of the Amer-

ican type of discovery devices, shortage of experienced judges ac-

custoined to the preparatory system,limited power of preparatory

   (44) Exceptions are allowecl, for example, when the presentation is to

b3 done ex off7]cilo, or when t'he prese.ntation close not prolong the proceedings,

or if it was not possible in preparatory procedure without gross negligence.

Code of Civil Procedure art. 255. It was said"that because of the rigid nature

of ``preclusion of new presentation'' the preparatory procedure was not utilized.

But the case law has increasingly mitigated the exceptional clause and allowed

new presentations of facts and evidence at the trial, especially when they

effect the conclusion. See Kikui and Muramatsu, Minii-SosleO Hb (Civil Proce-

dure Law) Commentary 1lll, g255 (p. 204).

    (45) In this new section the court rendered a final judgment if the

defendant defaulted or did not dispute the case, or it took evidence and gave a

final judgment if the case had no serious issue. If the case was complicated,

the court made preparatory preparations and sent it to another section, where

a ``concentrated'' trial was conducted. Koseki, Shinkembu no Secchi (The Founda-

tion of the new Section) 11 Hbsb-Jihb (Journal of Jurists) 1202 (l959).

    (46) Sc•e Morino, Tokyo Chthb-Saibansho ni oleeru Minl'ibu no Kin7'i no Dbkb

(Recent Trends in the Civil Section of Tokyo District Court) 249 Jurist 64

(1962): The new section was abolished in 1961 after over 3 years experiment.
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judges.(47) Despite such reforms and attempts to achieve a continuous

trial, Japanese civil cases are still handled in the traditional piece-

meal way. A judge in a big city often has several hundred pending

cases on his calendar, and trials frequently extend over two or
more years. (4B)

    Various efforts, especially on the part of judges, have been

rnade in an attempt to expedite judgment. Traditionally, Japanese

judges, unlike their Anglo-American colleagues, are accustorned to

making a preliminary preparation'  such as documents-reading and

being acquainted with the outline of the case before presiding over

the trial. (49) Thus, the experiment of the so called "planned trial",

where the judges hold an extensive preliminary inquiry including

the examination of relevant documents, before entering proof-taking

sessions, is a realistic and workable cornpromise.(50) All proof-taking

sessions are carefully planned after discussion between the court

and counsel, and counsel is instructed to follow the arranged sched-

ule. This experiment has a characteristic common with the German

one called the ``Stuttgart Model'' in the respect that the court

    (47) See Kikui and Muramatsu, note (44 at 166-167; Mikazuki, Wagakuni

no Jumbi-Tetsu2uki-Seido no Sho-Mondai (Various Problems of our Preparatory

Procedure System) in his collected Essays (Minl'i-Soshb-Hb Kenkyrk) III p. 189,

196-199.

   (48) In 1970, the average Iength of a trial in the District Court was

12.8 months and about 32e/. of trial cases took more than 2 years for their

disposal. See SaileO-Saibansho limusbkyoku (General Secretariat of the Supreme

Court), ShihO-TOkei-IVemPO, Minji-Hen (Annual Report of Judicial Statistic, Civil

Cases) for 1970, p. xxviii, 130.

   (49) For a comparison of Continental and Anglo-American judges in this

respect, see Cohn, note (7) at 32-34.

   (se) So argues Tanabe, note (6) at 109; For this kind of experiments, see

Niimura et al., note (27), at 294--298, 300.
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actively prepares the main trial beforehand.(5i) But the German

court, following the ``Stuttgart Model'', exercises a rnuch stronger

Ieadership in requiring the litigant to present facts and evidence

even at the pretrial stage, whiie the ``planned trial'' is scheduled

after discussion between the court and counsel in the early sessions

of the trial. The difference between the two systems may be caused

by the fact that Japanese lawyers are now accustomed to making

much more active pretrial investigations than their German counter-

parts. The ``Stuttgart Model'' type of trial, which is prepared and

conducted under the strong leadership of the court, is not suited to

Japanesepractice. Thedirectionoftheproceduralreformforthe
expedit' ious adjudication will be sought in ``the middle way approach''

between the German type of the judge's leadership and the Anglo-

Anierican type of the counsel's initiative.

    6. The court's power to encourage to a ``conipromise''

    The Japanese Code of Civil Procedure (art. 136) provides, that

the court may encourage the litigants toa compromise at any
stage of the proceedings. A case of little dispute is often settled

by a compromise even in preparatory procedure or in preliminary

oral sessions. In the case of a complicated dispute it is not easy

for the court to persuade the parties to reach settlement unless

the court is convinced of the outcome of the case to some degree

following proof-taking.

    In any case the court intensively promotes an agreed settle-

ment;(52) the litigants are often ready to accept the judicial encou-

ragement of settlement. This has been explained to be a result of

 the general attitude of Japanese people in favor of compromise in-

   (51) For the ``Stuttgart Model" experiment,

verhandlung" in Zivilsachen. DRiZ 1968, 163 el seq.;

gungsnovelle;, ZRP 1969, s8; Fezer, Die Funletion der

ZivilPro2ess und im StrafPro2ess, 1970, 144 et seq.

   (52) See Kikui and Muramatsu, note (4Åë I at 454

imposecl compromise.

see Bender, .Die ``HauPt-

Beschleunigt die Beschleuni-

mandlichen Verhandlung im

warning against judicial]y
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stead of dispute. Moreover the piecemeal nature' of the trial serves

to effect a gradual mitigation of the ernotional aspects of the dis-

pute. But there seems to be an increasing tendency for Japanese

judges to become much more eager to exhort the partieGc to reach a

settlement in order to relieve their heavy work-load. It may be

explained by this strong judicial impulsion that the rate of settle-

ment by cornpromise has been increasing recently. (53)

              ll•[. Some problems surrounding

                  the active role of judges

    1. Theactiveexercise ofthejudge'sfunction in the social and
economic climate of positwar Japan

    In the postwar reforms of civil procedure the active role of

judges was less emphasized than the initiative of counsel and
client, But the actual exercise of the judge's functions depends not

only on the legal innovations, but also on the social and economic

setting in which they are to operate. The innovations, which aimed

at shifting the initiative in the litigation from the judge to the

litigant and his lawyer, seeme'd to conform to the political climate

of postwar Japan. However, the ingrained behavior of judges and

lawyers could hardly be changed overnight. The social and economjc

background in which the reforms have operated were not much
different from those of the prewar years. (54) It became increasingly

clear after the first decade of experience with the postwar innova-

tions that their chief aim of making counsel a dominant figure in

the court room could not be achieved in practice. Consequently the

necessity of actual participation of judges began to be emphasized.

   However, during 20 years development of the postwai' legal

system, tlje abtivities of lawyers have been steadily growing, espe-

, (53) The percentage of trial cases settled through compromise in the
District Court was 17.8o/. in 1960, 21.5o/. in 1965 and 25.6e/, in 1970. See

Saifeb-Saibansho limusbleJ,oleu, note (48) at xxiv.

   (54) For the political, social and economic climate of that time, see
Tanabe, note (6> at 80-8' s, especially 83--85.
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cially those who have been trained at the Legal Training and Re-

searchInstitute.(55) The lawyer's self-confidence and his responsibility

are inci'easing. Moreovei', t,he rapid growth of the Japanese economy

in, these 20 years has changed the economic background and frame-

work of sociai relations in which legal disputes occur. People are

becomingmoreconsciousoftheirrights. Thelawyer'sincreasing
activities in pretrial investigation and also at the trial stage ai'e

now enhance,d by the exigehcies of modern life and his role will

not revert to that of the inactivity of prewar time. This ineans

that there will not be a return to the prewar type of trial, where

the trial was totally controlled by the judge, although the active

participationofjudgesisnowparticularlyemphasized. Thus,the
judge's active functions should be exercised to promote the pretrial

preparation and trial activity of counsel and client, and to give

them a proper orie.ntation in the achievement of a fair ancl prompt

trial.

    2. The judge's active function in small-claim cases and in suits

without counsel

   ( a) Despite the increasing activities of lawyers there are still a

considerable number of suits without counsel. Most small-claim

cases are not represented by lawyers and are dealt with in the

Summary Court.(56) The procedure of the Summary Court sumniarizes

that of the ordinary District Court to some extent, but provides no

special proceedings. Apart from exceptional cases, it is difficult to

expect an active and proper participation of the Iitigant hknself

without counsel. The judge has to direct the litigant under his

 strong leadership to produce the materials to the court. Furthermore,

   (55) See Abe, ``Education of the Legal Profession in Japan'', Law in JaPan

eclited by A. T. von Mehren p. 152 et seq., esp. 164-170.

   (56) The Summary Court deals wlth cases which do not exceed in amount

300,OOO yen. [n l970, about 90.4e/. of the cases were not represented by

lawyers eitheron both sides (73.4%) or on one side (117p/,) of the' parties.

Saifer-Saibansho Jimusbvkyoku. note (48) at xxx, p. 1r3.
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the judge should sometimes, even from the beginning, question the

litigant himself ex officio in order to ascertaiR the key points of

the case and he should be a main examiner of the witnesses.

    One of the reasons why most small-claim cases are not repre-

sented by lawyers is that the substantial residue of the winner, if

he pays the lawyer's fees, is very small. This results from the fact

that the lawyer's fee is not chargeable on the loser, because expenses

of litigation in Japan, unlike in England or Germany, do not include

the lawyer's fee.(57) It is therefore under serious discussion whether

or not the system of charging the lawyer's fee to the loser should

be adopted,(58) but there is little possibility of its realization in the

near future. AIso lawyers are reluctant to be counsels for small-

claim cases because of the difficulty involved in being paid.(59) Because

of these reasons most small-claim cases are not represented by lawyers,

so that the situation requiring the judge's active role will remain

unchanged for a while.

   (b) Lawsuits not represented by lawyers do not always involve

smaliclaims. About 58.5% of cases dealt with in the District Court

in 1970, being above 300,OOO yen in their amount, were not repre-

sented by Iawyers either on both sides (26.5%) or on one side
(32%) of the parties. (60) In these cases too, the judge must carry

   (57) For a comparison of several countries' lawyer's fee systems, see

Mikazuki et al., Kalekoleu Bengoshi-Sheido no Kenleyu- (Study of the Lawyer Sys-

tems of Several Countries), 1965,

   (58) See Mikazuki, note (17) at 358--360, Nakano, Bengoshi-Hiyo no Haiso.

sha.Futan (Charging the Lawyer's Fee to the Loser) 388 Jurist s8; Tamura,

Bengoshi-Hiyb (The Lawyer's Fee), Jitsumu Min7'iSoshb-K02a (Sttlected Essays

on the Practice of Civil Procedure) ]I 153, 163-165; etc.

   (sg) Regardless of the amount of the claims, most cases of real property

are represented by lawyers because the result of the Iitigation is important

to the litigant in sp.ite of the lawyer's fee. See Saileb-Saibansho limusoleyoku,

note (48) at xxx p. 113.

   (60) Ibid, not'e (48) at xxxi, p. 149.
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out his active function, which here is to in.duce both litigants to

produce satisfactory material to the Court.

    Indeed one of the main reasons for strengthening the func-

tion of judges is obviously to keep the weak litigant equal to his

opponent in his presentation. But, the active intervention of the

judge is not necessarily the only solution of the problem created

where the parties are of unequal strength. If the poor could have

an institutional support to employ lawyers who are equal to those

employed by the opponent, it wouid be much more desirable to
achieve the equality of the parties through the activities of coun-

sels thus employed than through the active intervention of the

judge. These devices would avoid not only the danger of the judge's

misleading of a party caused by his possible bias, but also mitigate

an avoidable burden on the over-loaded court system.

    The Japanese Code of Civil Procedure (articles 118-124)
provides state legal aid for indigent parties; but the litigation

expenses to be granted through state legal aid do Rot include the

lawyer'sfee. Thus, Japanese state legal aid, unlike that of Germany,

does not secure complete legal representation for the poor. It has

been argued that the lawyer's fee should be included in the iitiga-

tion expenses, which would come out of state legal aid. <6i) Apart

from these the present system of state legal aid still has the

following problems: The system is not useful at the stage of prelim-

inary investigation before action, because it is not available before

the commencement of action. Also it is not easy to obtain legal aid

because of the rigid prerequisites in actual practice.

    In order to supplement these defects of state Iegal aid there

is also a private system of legal aid provided by the Legal

   (61) See Mikazuki, note (l7) at 360; Uchida, Soshb 1'o- no Kyu-1'o

legal aid) Jitsumu Minl'i SoshO Kbza 1[ 169, l94; Togashi, Sosh6 Kytijo

state legal aid) Enshti Min7'i Soshb Hb (Seminar Civil Procedure Law)

92; etc.
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Aid Association set up in 1952' by the Japanese Bar Association.

Comparing the situation of the system at'the beginning, it is devel-

oping but by no means satisfactorily fulfils its function, having a

budget of only 180,OOO,OOO yen in 1968. (62)

 '
    Supposing' the system of either state or'private legal aid

were' built up'further, and the lawyer's fees' of lower-middle and

working class people could be covered by legal'aid, cases notrepre-

sented by lawyers would decrease in number, except for the cases

involving small amounts not suitable for legal representation.

    3. The judge's function in the litigation with counsels

    In cases represented by lawyers, how does the judge exercise

his.active function? Among Jawyers there may be those who are not

competent enough to advocate the clients' interest. In such cases

the judge should induce counsels to produce the necessary facts
and evidence thi'ough the use of his ``clarification" powers. It is

often said that the 'spirit of ``making the party win who should

win'' continues to mold ,the conduct of most Japanese judges.(63)

The judge shbuld not allow the parties to be sacrificed because of

theincompetencebftheiriawyers. Ithasalsobeenargued,that
`` the litigant who chose an incompetent lawyer should not be 1ooked

'Upon in the same light as the patient who chose an incompetent

doctor, because the lawyer is not the only doctor in his case, sin' ce
the judge should also be his doctor, collaborating to protect his

   (62) For private legal aid, see Koyama, Hbritsu Ful'o (The legal aid)

(19s4); Morimura, Wagakuni no Hbritsu-Fuj'o-Seido (Our system of legal aid)

3s9 Jurist 4s et see.; Kishi, Nihon ni oleeru Hbritsu-Fu7'o-Jigyb no Genjo-" to sono

Shbrai (The Present Situation and the Future of the Legal Aid Project in Japan)

Kaneleo-Hahase Kanreki-Kinen Rombunsha (Collected Essays for Dr. Kaneko's 61st

Birthday Cc-lebration) I[ 151 et seq.

   (63) In this sense the court's power of ``clarification" is actually called

the ``Magna Carta" for protection of citizens' interests. See Muramatsu, Benron

Shugi (The Principle of Party Presentation) Minji Soshb Hb K02a (Selected

Essays on Civil Procedure Law) J 513, 530, 534.
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interest''. (64) As already mentioned, this does not mean a return to

the prewar type of trial controlled through•the judge's leadership.

There are few lawyers who are not competent to protect their
clients' interest by producing the right rnaterials necessary for the

facts investigation, if the judge gives them the proper suggestions

and keeps in touch with them throughout the trial. The excessive

emphasis on the necessity of judge's intervention in cases repre-

sented by lawyers will have the adverse effect on the independence

and sense of responsibility of the Bar.

   Furthermore, the active function of the judge should be
exercised to check extreme technique and tactics of lawyers. It is

often pointed out that the lawyer uses tactics aimed at prolonging

the proceedings and then the opponent lawyer responds to these
tactics out of comradeship as a colleague.(65) It followsi that the

interest of the parties (at least on one side) in a speedy adjudi-

cation will be sacrificed for the sake of the lawyer's convenience.

Moreover, it causes the delay of the court-proceeding as a whole.

The court should control the lawyers tactics by exercising its

directive powers.

         Iv. The trend toward an increase in the
               nurnber and power of special tribunals

               and the future of civil procedure

    1. There is an increasing tendency for cases traditionally tried

under normal civil procedure to be dealt with in a special proceed-

ingatthecourtoratspecialtribunals. Theso-called``trend
towards rernoving contentious civil cases to the voluntary jurisdjction

   (6e Ste Someno et al., irlfin7'i Saiban no Hbleb <The Direction of Civil

Trial), 32 Hbritsu lihb l.022, 1036.

   (65) So is also argued as a cause of the court's delay in Germany, see

Habsheid, Richtermachtoder Parteifreiheit, 81 ZZP 177, 187-188; As an
opposite argument, see Lancelle, Umwelt und Recht-Richlermacht oder Partei.

freiheit, NJW 1968, 1959.
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court" is one of these significant tendencies.(66) It has been already

mentioned that the court plays a much greater role in voluntary

jurisdictionthan in the proceedings of a norrnal court. After

World War ]I:, as well as World War 1', there were a considerable

number of enactments which removed a certain number of ordinary

civil cases to the voluntary jurisdiction court, In 1948, an Act

relating to Family-Noncontentious-Cases (FNC) came into force, so

that many cases traditionally tried in Family-Contentious-Procedure

are now treated under the new proceedings at Family Court.(67) Farnily

non-contentious procedure, following the proceedings of voluntary

jurisdiction (art. 7 FNC), enables the Court to have strong powers

of leadership. Moreover, mediation is required to be offered at the

Family Court before commencement of any kind of family-case-

action (articles 17, 18 FNC). In the mediation proceeding the

mediators have dominant leadership over, and strong influence upon,

the participants in settling their disputes.

    Also in the ordinary civil courts (District and Summary Court)

there are an increasing number of cases which are dealt with in

the same manner as cases involving voluntary jurisdiction. In 1967

there was enacted a new proceeding for landlord and tenant cases (a

revision of Landlord and Tenant, Law (LTL) ) which, following

the voluntary jurisdictional procedure (art. 14-3 LTL), gives the

right to the participants to be heard on the case to some extent

   (os) See Mikazuki, Soshb Jileen no Hishblea to sono Genkai (Removing

Contentious Cas3s to the Voluntary Jurisdiction Court and Limitations on this)

Jitsumu Minji Sosho- Kb2a (Selected Essays on the Practice of Civil Procedure)

VII p. 3 et seq.; etc.

   (67) Under the Act relating to Family-Noncontentious-Cases (Kal'i-ShimPan-

Hb), the Family Tribunal, a branch of the District Court, was set up

for the purposg of handling certain family cas3s under non-contentious proce-

dure. In 1948, the Judicature Act was revised for establishment of the Family

Court, which was a reconstruction of the Family Tribunal. See Yamakido, Ka]'i

ShimPanHb(FamilyNoncontentiousCasesLaw)3-4(1958). '
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(art. 14-6 LTL). In this respect, this new proceeding is deemeda

new direction in the recent trend toward ``transferring cases to the

voluntary jurisdiction court''.(68) The mediation of normal civil cases,

uniike that of family cases, is not required as a prerequisite to

action; but here also, the mediators actively excercise their directive

powers to settle the disputes. Compared with the peaktime of 1950,

the number of mediation cases has decreased somewhat, but still a

considerable nurnber of cases are settled by mediation. (69)

   2. It has been said that the new trend toward spreading the

coverage of' these kind of tribunals, which have dominant leadership

in the proceedings, was caused by new developments in social rela-

tionships. (70) Traditional private law and procedure do notoftenfit

in with these new relationships and it will be necessary to adjust

the law so as to fit in with them. The scope of state intervention

especialiy has been increased in the many relationships formerly

regarded as being left exclusively to ``private autonomy'' (e.g.

that of landlord and tenant). Correspondingly there has also been

an increasing necessity for special kinds of procedure, in which the

court or the tribunal may iRitiatively intervene in the disputes

between citizens.

    In these cireumstances it may be asked what the future of civil

procedure should be. First of all, these new types of dispute cannot

be properly settled in traditional civil procedure, whose principles,

such as party disposition or party presentation, have beeri
deemed to be refiections of ``private autonomy'' in the procedure.

On the other hand, the traditional proceeding of the voluntary Juris-

   (68) See Yamakido et al., Shaleuchi-Jileen no Hishbtelei-Shori, (Non-contentious-

Handling of Landlord and Tenant Cas s) 53 Minshbhb Zasshi 83s, 897.

   (69) The number of mediation cases in the District and Summary Court

was 78,977 in 1955, 64,936 in 1960, 52,067 in 1965 and 53,377 in 1970. See

Saifeb-Saibansho limusbleyokec, note (48) at xxiii.

   (70) See Mikazuki, note (66) at 32 et seq., esp. n. (7); Yoshimura, note

(1) at 137-140.
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diction court enables the judge to intervene in the disputes, but

lacks sufficient guarantee for the participants to be heard. Therefore

it has been argued that the new types' of dispute require the third

proceeding which is more flexible than the traditional civil proce-

dure and has more sufficient due process guarantee for the partici-

pants. <7i) The new proceeding in landlord and tenant cases is deemed

to direct an orientation of this kind of third proceeding. But it is

also criticized, if there are insufficient guarantees for the hearing

of participants in the proceeding. (72)

    Secondly, another approach to the problem has been strongly

advocated: traditional civil procedure should be modernized, so as

to adjust itself to' the new types of dispute. Sorne Japanese scholars

have been recently trying to mitigate the traditional principles of

civil procedure, such as of party disposition, or of party presentation,

through the pragmatic' or functional approach.

    3. The new trend towards modernization of traditional civil

procedure stands on the following fundamental points of view.

    Sonie scholars and judges, who follow the new trend, strong-

ly doubt the traditional idea that civil procedure is fundamentally

a refiection of "private autonomy'' on its subject matter.(73) Accord-

ing to the functional point of view, the traditional principles of

civil procedure are not ref.lections of "private autonomy", but can

be functional devices for approaching the truth-finding, or to be due

   (71) Wagatsuma, Rileon to Saibantetsucalei (Divorce and Proceedings) 39
Min' shbhb Zasshi 1 (19or9); Kojima, Hishblea no Genhai ni tsuite (On the limita-

tion of Transferring to the Voluntary Jurisdiction) Chtib-Daigaku sO Shu-nen

Kinen'Rombunshdi (Collected Essays for80th Anniversary of Cha6 University)

301.

   a2 YamakidQ et aL, note (6su at 863.

   (73) Particularly this is the case as to the principle of party presentation.

See Mikazuki, Benron-Shugi no Dbleb, (Trend of the Principle of Party-

Presentation) in his collected Essays (Min7'i-Soshb-Ho- Kenleyab) I 49, 71-72.
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process guarantees for protecting the parties' interest. So far as

these functions are fulfilled, the traditional principles would be

mitigated.

   (a) The priciple of party disposition would be mitigate if the

judge granted redress of damagesin excess of the plaint,iff's demand.

So it is argued in torts cases.(74) According to the new idea too,

the plaintiff should allege the grounds of damages in the pleadings,

so that such a judgment would be no surprise to the defendant.

   (b) As to the principle of party presentation it is also argued

that small variance between pleadings and proof do not prevent the

finding of facts not alleged by either party in accordance with the

result of proof, unless it gives surprise to the opponent's party. (75)

    4. These new endeavours to make traditional civil procedure

correspond to recent social relationships shouid be seriously consi-

dered. But at the same time, it is also indispensabl'e to ascertain

the substantial values of traditional principles, and not put them at

riskjustforthesakeofshortsightednecessity. Aboveall,ina
free society, the relationships between its citizens are of necessity

to be left to ``private autonomy''; State intervention should be

limited to the minimum. For example, it would clearly be a per-

missible intervention for the State to assist the poor in order to se-

cure substantial equality between citizens. Strengthening the judge's

powers in civil procedure naturally leads to an extension of the

state's powers ofinterventionin private relationships. In such cases

of State intervention where is to be sought the guarantee that the

judge's power is properly exercised, for example, in order to assist

the poor in securing substantial equality? In my opinion sucha gua-

rantee is to be sought in the supervision and checking of the trial

   (74) Isobe, SongaibaishO Santei ni ofeerec Soshb 1'o- no Toleuisei (Procedural

Speciality for Estimating the Amount of Damage) 79 Hbgaleu Kybleai Zasshi

720, 741-742.
   (75) Takeshita, Benron-Shugi (The Principle of Party-Presentation) Enshab

Minji Soshb Hb (Seminar Civil Procedure Law) I 329, 336.
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by the litigant and the public. In this sense it is indispensable in

civil procedure to encourage the active participation of the litigant

and his lawyer.

   j-I2•l -:'Li

 li(lJsZ v(il fo)itk r Ei Ats1Lik' i$' -Ii;t ;kititd• e•c to' ed 7o 21k>-lr:[J'Ei' cDIIX)fuIL: ti i•J'{,St:iftij ac- )Liv(r cD,

Cc2)fbig"aa, 1973!qi•e({fbj)SZL, Hlaj)T"?k-iiNtsfr},.t)i/L'k- (International Academy

of Comparative Law) l•(eetiG I. IL- zt) cD'(f iS 7o. 1974iEliiec iifA ii7 )/ vEEEfo>Jt'L

fceg9 raj.tiliEiEtkaswat'urJrEfii (The Ninth International Congress of Compa-

rative Law in Teheran 1974) ec tb'viv(r, rK;glEIi*t,'ec :lb' tJ 62$tajt•tJ'g cz)1ti' filA

rJ4JillÅí:ijJ (Active Role of the Judge in Civil Litigation) thSR\lllili'itta'AXU:

cD,reE--jf---7e8it,kta6fo)S,HJzNcctib't,t6ralj2Asa)RgrkjlfiZLExst+cz)Jg2$`

61 8 it,v(v> 6=- b-A enllgttli2 cz),II(*r{ )f? 5 t•i, H 7XcDK$"-Ell.t'=,•oc oL>v( cDsPU#ii.t!

l UV(gLgUfc 6 6D -(f• t5 6. iSi ee, L= b-A ig' Iim>6 6(it]6 fo>cDJY -(fiAK2ElUv(

aa lL> 5 fo• ento de 5 tr tat ios6ea'ee/.-x-ofsL>g*ec U(vifc 6aig, d o)N

lgeg'•ilcDgiS(a)JU"(f!8E;e(vg-7oabccLk. gpt"•7'yf4kli'1 (Professor

J.A. Jolowicz) cD-fiS2$Rkita iEa6a, H7Isl*ltZ.itZ6D2;<(DilaStSjKfoSetk<ypt

ll;i 8 M,VC :ls O, a 2zaaiEi< /AX Hj 8 AtL 7. :i'!jEE-(r" ll5 6 ,l rgH< (2) '(S, C CD-jifg2\M-tt-

$ tStJt"9- 6kS- A. a){iEa''ec '(f 6 ts' 21zaat, t J21'k ntc b6 `zf lls 6.
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